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On Nov. 5, Brazil's interim president Itamar Franco sent a broad tax reform proposal to congress
for approval. The bill which according to executive estimates would generate US$15 billion in
added income next year if passed calls for the creation of four new controversial taxes, plus broad
changes in the country's constitution to allow the government to crack down on rampant tax
evasion. Of the new taxes, the two most controversial regard a value-added tax and direct levies on
all banking operations for the first time. The package does include novel tax breaks for the private
sector to stimulate production and offset the burden of new taxes, plus a simplification of federal
tax collection procedures to cut down on bureaucracy. But the prospect of new taxes generated a
wave of concern in the business community. The proposed tax on banking operations particularly
upset financial markets, leading to an immediate rise in the price of US dollars and gold on the
stock exchange. The most polemic measures are proposed reforms in the constitution that would
greatly increase executive powers to investigate tax evaders. Among other things, the government
wants to repeal the legal right to banking secrecy, empowering the Finance Ministry to demand
information on private and business transactions and accounts without prior judicial authorization.
According to officials, such radical measures are necessary, since tax evaders routinely appeal for
judicial protection to block government inquiries. Planning Minister Paulo Haddad estimates that
state investigations are now blocked pending judicial authorization in 321,000 cases of suspected
evasion, representing about US$21 billion in potential tax revenue. The federal accounting office
estimates that the government lost more than US$41 billion to tax evasion last year alone. One
special congressional subcommission devoted to tax legislation, for example, claims that at least 50%
of the state's potential tax income is lost to evasion each year. The tax package generated heated
debate in the National Congress, especially the proposed constitutional reforms, which call for
amendments to 16 clauses and addition of seven entirely new tax-related points. Such reforms
must be approved by a three-fifths majority in both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate,
foreshadowing an uphill battle for the executive branch. Even members of the pro-government
parties in the National Congress openly criticize the call for constitutional reforms, as well as the
wisdom of increasing taxes at a time of severe economic recession. "Congress does not want to raise
taxes; that is why the government's bill will run up against serious challenges," said Benito Gama,
a deputy for the center-right Partido da Frente Liberal (FPL). According to Luis Roberto Ponte, a
deputy for the pro- government Partido do Movimento Democratico Brasileiro (PMDB), the tax
package has divided the PMBD, which controls the largest number of seats in Congress. As a result,
"the general opinion in Congress is not to approve it," said Ponte, the PMBD's leading economic
advisor. At best, most deputies predict legislative approval of some portions of the proposed reform,
and even then the executive would have to promise major cuts in public spending to justify an
increase in taxes. In any case, Franco's appeal to Congress to pass the bill by year-end now seems
impossible. According to members of the congressional commission on fiscal reform, the legislature
will likely approve a resolution to postpone the start of the new fiscal year from January to May
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1993 to give legislators time to debate the tax package. (Sources: Agence France- Presse, 11/06/92,
11/07/92; Spanish news service EFE, 11/07/92, 11/11/92)
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